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T he garish little Mopho desktop 
analogue synth certainly 
turned heads when it was 
launched in late 2008 – not 

just for its standout colour but also for 
its standout sound and versatile feature 
set, and all for less than £300.

Two years later the Mopho keyboard 
added a nice knobby interface, pitch/
mod wheels and a 32-note keyboard to 
the monophonic synth engine. Now for 
2012, the Mopho has turned into a 
four-voice polyphonic beast.

Whether you love or hate the Mopho 
keyboard’s yellow livery, the X4’s black 
looks much more classy (except perhaps 
for the slightly tacky X4 logo). Priced at 
£950, it certainly feels the part with a 
surprisingly weighty metal case and real 
wood ends. 

The controls feel reassuringly solid 
too, perhaps even more so than the 

Prophet 08, and the push switches feel 
identical to the Tempest. Note that the 
control panel layout is exactly the same 
as the Mopho keyboard, so there are 
some compromises. For instance, the 
three envelopes use a shared set of 
dials with a selector button (amp/fi lter/
pitch) and it can be a little tiresome 
having to fl ip between envelopes and 
remembering where you set them.

The 44-note semi-weighted 
keyboard feels exactly the same as the 
action on the Prophet 08 and Mopho 
keyboard. This is a good thing as the 
DSI keybeds are some of the nicest 
synth actions around. The note range is 
a fair compromise, though it would have 
been better to have a full four octaves. 
There are of course octave buttons, 
though I wish these had an immediate 
effect on the sound when you’re holding 
a chord – you have to retrigger the chord 

to get the switches to take effect. I’m 
glad that the keyboard has aftertouch as 
it’s often missing on keyboards (even at 
this price) and the aftertouch responds 
smoothly and predictably.

Four play
The basic architecture is the same as 
the Mopho keyboard, though it’s now 
four-voice polyphonic. There are two 
DCOs per voice (with sawtooth, triangle, 
saw/triangle, variable pulse width 
square waves and hard sync) plus two 
sub oscillators per voice (one octave up 
and one octave down for thickening the 
sound). In addition, there’s a feedback 
circuit that feeds the X4’s output back 
into itself for thickening and distorting 
the sound, though unfortunately the X4 
has lost the audio input from the Mopho 
keyboard. Obviously this is to save costs 
but it’s a feature that a lot of potential 

WHAT IS IT?
Four-voice polyphonic 
version of the Mopho 
keyboard

CONTACT
Who: Dave Smith 
Instruments
Email: support@
davesmithinstruments.com
Web: www.
davesmithinstruments.com

HIGHLIGHTS
1 Compact, portable and 
solid build quality
2 Sequencer, arpeggiator 
and powerful mod section
3 Costs less than £1,000

Dave Smith Instruments 
Mopho X4 | £950
A polyphonic version of the well-respected Mopho seems like a great 
idea but does it cut the mustard? Dan ‘JD73’ Goldman takes a test drive

 INCLUDES AUDIO l

Powerful 16-step 
four-track sequencer 
and 15-mode 
arpeggiator

Sequencer

Two DCOs per voice 
with sawtooth, 
triangle, saw/
triangle, variable 
pulse and square 
waves

Three analogue 
envelopes (VCAs) for 
controlling amp, fi lter 
and pitch

DCOs

VCAs
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customers will lament the loss of. The 
Prophet 08 also suffers from a lack of 
audio in, so no running anything 
through the fi lters or envelopes.

Not surprisingly, the X4 sounds 
almost identical to the Prophet 08 but 
the addition of sub oscs and the 
feedback circuit gives it more punch in 
the bass department. The overriding 
character is bright, in-your-face, 
powerful and punchy. There are a 
dizzying number of modulation routings 
too for the money, plus four LFOs per 
voice, audio mod and noise but the 
downside is you can’t stack, layer or 
split sounds like the Prophet or the 

Tetra, nor can you use it as four 
independent mono synths on separate 
MIDI channels as the X4 is mono-
timbral. Just to be clear – this is not a 
Tetra keyboard, it’s a polyphonic Mopho. 
Again, this is a cost-cutting move by 
DSI, enabling the X4 to hit the sub 

£1,000 mark but nonetheless even 
two-part multi-timbrality like the 
Prophet 08 would have been handy. 

The X4 fi lters (four-pole and 
two-pole) are very wide sounding 
frequency-wise, with really subby lows 
and extreme sizzling highs, which I 

really dig. The 
four-pole is my 
favourite with a 
really juicy 
resonance and 
bright cutoff that 
begs to be 
tweaked. It makes 

it easy to get very cutting lead sounds 
and effects, though the low end is still 
not quite as refi ned and smooth as a 
Moog. The envelopes are pretty snappy, 
though, and I’ve a feeling they’ve been 
tweaked to be a little faster than the 
Prophet 08. 

Cool running
Perhaps the weakest area of the X4 is 
warm/smooth pad making – something 
to do with the way the fi lters are voiced 
and the high-mid bump that the DCO/
fi lter combination exhibits. You can get 
there with extra EQ but the in-your-face 
character tends to dominate. Note that 
the two-pole fi lter doesn’t self-oscillate 
and is a little tamer sounding but it’s 
still an important feature. Unfortunately, 
there’s still no fi lter multi-mode – so no 
band pass or notch and no high pass 
(like the Tempest). The use of DCOs 
gives too clean a sound at times but the 
oscillator slop parameter does go some 
way to offsetting this. Also, watch out 
that you don’t run levels too hot 
internally, as the X4’s signal path can 
distort in a not too pleasant way if you 
push it too hard. In terms of polyphony, 
four notes is fi ne for most polysynth 
tasks but fi ve would have been 
killer – especially if you tend to play 
four-note chords in the right hand and 
one note in the bass. You can fi nd 

The X4 is extremely well 
featured when it comes to 
modulation options. There 
are four LFOs per voice 
that go into the audio 
range. The LFOs can also 
be synced to the internal 
sequencer to reset from a 
key press or to sync to an 
external MIDI clock for 
maximum fl exibility. There 
are almost 60 destinations 
to which the LFOs can be 

sent to, while envelope 3 
can loop round, adding to 
the options. There’s also a 
Modulators menu that 
allows further sources 
(including noise) and 
destinations to be 
confi gured in addition to 
the LFOs already 
mentioned, plus the ‘Misc 
Mod’ section allows quick 
confi guration of the most 
used modulation 

controllers, including the 
mod and pitch wheels, 
aftertouch and pedal 
controls. Again, you have 
to remind yourself that 
this is a sub £1,000 
analogue polysynth. The 
Mopho X4 should appeal 
not only to those who want 
standard basses, leads and 
pads but also to anyone 
looking for something 
altogether deeper.

X4 Modulation

SPECS
100% analogue signal path
Two oscillators per voice 
Hard sync
Two sub-octave generators 
per voice
One classic Curtis low-pass 
fi lter per voice (switchable 
two or four-pole)
Analogue VCAs
Three envelope generators 
per voice (ADSR plus delay)
Feedback loop per voice 
with programmable level 
and gain
White noise generator
Four LFOs per voice
Gated 16 x 4 step 
sequencer per voice (one 
sequence per program)
Arpeggiator
Glide (portamento): 
separate rates per oscillator
Full-sized, 44-note (F to C), 
semi-weighted keyboard 
with velocity and aftertouch
Modulation wheel and 
spring-loaded pitch wheel
Four banks of 128 read-only 
factory programs and four 
banks of 128 user programs 
(1,024 total)
Connections:
USB type B 
MIDI in, out/thru and poly 
chain
Left and right audio 
outputs: 1/4-inch phone 
jack (unbalanced)
Sustain pedal input 
(accepts normally on or off 
momentary footswitch with 
1/4-inch phone plug)
Expression pedal/control 
voltage (3.3 VDC max) input 
(1/4-inch TRS phone jack)
Headphone output: 
1/4-inch TRS stereo phone 
jack
Dimensions: 
640 x 282 x 91mm
Weight: 
4.35kg

The 44-note semi-weighted  
keyboard feels exactly the same as 

the Prophet 08 and Mopho keyboard

A 44-note 
semi-weighted 
keyboard with 
velocity and 
aftertouch

Keyboard

USB, stereo outs, 
pedal input, MIDI, 
expression control 
socket and phones 
socket

In/Out
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yourself running out of polyphony so you 
may have to adapt your playing style 
and chord voices a little. 

I’m sure those of you looking for 
more than four voices are starting to ask 

which is better: a Prophet 08 module, 
Prophet 08 keyboard or an X4 plus 
Tetra? Price-wise, a Prophet 08 
keyboard can be had for £1,400, the 
Prophet 08 module comes in at 
£1,085, while an X4 plus Tetra will cost 
£1,477. I’d choose the 08 if you 
already have a decent MIDI controller. It 
gives you four extra voices, bi-timbrality, 
splitting, layering and more dedicated 
controls for just £150 more than the 
X4. If you want a self-contained 
eight-voice analogue poly, then the 
Prophet 08 is a very strong synth and 

remains unchallenged in the analogue 
world at its price point – bagging a Juno 
106 second-hand is a good alternative 
but it still can’t really compete 
feature-wise. If you have no desire for 

more than four voices and require a 
high quality keyboard with aftertouch, 
then the X4 is for you, though of course 
you can polychain further DSI products 
to augment the features and voice 
count. So perhaps the best deal for 
those wanting more than four-voice poly 
is the X4 plus Tetra, which appears to 
be the most fl exible setup. You get 
fi ve-part multi-timbrality, two separate 
compact synths, sub oscs, a feedback 
circuit plus an audio input (on the Tetra) 
though you lose the 08’s fi ve-octave 
keyboard. What’s great about these 

options is they all give you the same 
DSI family sound regardless of price 
point. The X4 sounds like the Prophet 
08, yet it’s £500 less, it’s very compact 
and self contained, versatile, well built, 

fairly easy to 
navigate and it’s a 
great base unit to 
add more voices to 
in the future, 
making it a great 
investment. Some 
corners have been 
cut to bring it in at 

the price, and I really miss multi-
timbrality and an audio input, but when 
you consider that the X4 is the only 
analogue four-voice keyboard-equipped 
poly with aftertouch at the sub £1,000 
mark, you’re prepared to let these 
issues slide a little! 

It’s always nice to have more but the 
fact is the X4 strikes a good balance at 
the right price. For this reason alone, 
the X4 deserves to sell in bucket loads. 
Once again, DSI have shaken up the 
analogue synth market. Exciting times 
for analogue heads. 

VERDICT
BUILD 
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

VALUE 
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

EASE OF USE
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

VERSATILITY
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

RESULTS
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

Great sounding and well featured, 
the X4 is a must to check out in the 
sub £1,000 bracket.

The X4 sounds like the Prophet 08, 
yet it’s £500 less, compact, versatile, 
well built and fairly easy to navigate

ALTERNATIVES

Studio Electronics 
Code 4 
£2,999
Powerful four-voice, 
four-part multi-timbral 
module with discrete VCAs 
and fi lter. Comes standard 
with SEM and Moog-style 
fi lter. Pricey!
www.studioelectronics.
com

Moog Little Phatty 
Stage 2 + 3 Slim 
Phatties
£3,013 
A great sounding four-voice 
poly system, though it takes 
up a lot of space and isn’t 
the cheapest. 
www.moogmusic.com

Tom Oberheim SO4V 
(Son of 4 Voice) 
$3,995
Available to pre-order, this 
analogue monster can be 
used as a four-voice poly or 
four independent MIDI 
controlled monosynths. 
Also pricey!
www.tomoberheim.com

The four-track 16-step 
sequencer is triggered 
from the keyboard or via 
the ‘push it’ button. Each 
sequence can be anything 
from 1 to 16 steps, 
though it’s a little more 
fi ddly to program than 
Prophet 08 due to the 
lack of dedicated controls 
for each step. It’s great for 

complex/simple step 
sequencing, though, and 
to make drum/noise/effect 
patterns or for creating 
evolving pads. I 
particularly like the ‘slew’ 
parameter, which allows 
smooth sliding between 
steps. The onboard 
arpeggiator is another 
powerful mod tool, well 

specifi ed with 15 different 
modes including random, 
up, down and assign, 
which arpeggiates based 
on the order the keys are 
pressed. Like the 
sequencer, it can be 
synced to an internal/
external MIDI clock and 
there are note division 
values available too.

Sequencer and Arpeggiator

Sub oscillators, 
feedback circuit and 
audio modulation 
control

Sub oscillators
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